The orthogonal segment intersection search problem is stated as follows: Given a set S of n
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'0 1987 ACM 0-89791-231-4/87/ooot,/O258 750 Given a set S of n orthogonal segments in the plane and an arbitrarily given orthogonal query segment, report all the segments of S that intersect the query segment. Here, we assume that numerous queries are raised to the fixed set S. 
Preprocessing
We divide the entire region T in the same way as in the simple bucketing algorithm.
For each segment sp=(x P Pl'YP2 ;y ) in S, we store it not only in buckets but also in a strip as follows.
If segment s P is entirely contained in a bucket B.. 1J then it is stored only in B... Otherwise =J it intersects two or more buckets.
In this case we divide it into two or three parts: an endpart of s P entirely contained in a bucket and the middle part of sp containing buckets as many as possible ( For each strip Ti, we consider all the segments stored in Ti as integer intervals projected to y-axis (that is, segment s stored in P Ti as sp(M)=(xp;j,J ") is considered as an interval [j,jl-I]) and construct the window list for the intervals which was proposed by Chazelle for the ldimensional point enclosure problem [Cl, R max=O(l) and &,=0(1/n). In Fig. 7 , Rmax=O(l/n) and kh=O(l). In Fig. 8, kmax=O (3) We have tested our bucketing algorithms with a=1 and ay=l. The efficiency of the algorithms may depend on the partition parameters a and a . We Y discuss the complexity of the bucketing algorithms more closely.
In the simple bucketing algorithm, preprocessing time and space are 2(l+oy+o)n, as we described before, and each bucket has almost ( 
